Technique for culturing Macaca mulatta peripheral blood lymphocytes for fluorescence in situ hybridization of whole chromosome paints.
The rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) has long been an important model in biomedical and behavioral research. The biomedical importance of M. mulatta is due to its 93% genetic similarity with humans and its complex social behavior. The recent sequencing of the M. mulatta genome has enhanced its role in biological research. However, the use of the macaque as an experimental model in cytogenetic assays has been problematic due to difficulties in obtaining large numbers of well-spread cells in metaphase without the use of extremely toxic mitogens such as staphylococcal enterotoxin A (SEA). Here we describe a technique for culturing and producing sufficient numbers of cells in metaphase using the common mitogens phytohemagglutinin (PHA), concanavalin A (ConA), and T-cell growth factor (TCGF) which act synergistically to induce M. mulatta T-lymphocyte division. Using this method we have obtained a mitotic index in 48 h cultures of 12.0+/-2.2 metaphase cells/100 cells (n=5 animals). Fluorescence in situ hybridization with whole chromosome painting of M. mulatta cells was performed with human whole-chromosome probes that labeled the following chromosomes for human (M. mulatta): 1(1), 2q(12), 2p(13), 4(5) pairs in red, and 3(2), 5(6) and 6(4) pairs in green. In humans this probe combination simultaneously paints 3 chromosome pairs in red and 3 in green, whereas in M. mulatta 4 chromosome pairs are labeled in red and 3 pairs are labeled in green. Using this method we show a baseline frequency of 0.026 translocations per 100 whole-genome cell equivalents in peripheral blood lymphocytes obtained from unexposed adolescent non-human primates. This method will add to the usefulness of M. mulatta as an animal model in biomedical research.